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vielual action of these two bodies on organic -cc^ipqUTiels with
the aid of eled.rolytically evolved oxygen,, it Beemed advisable,
to use the chemical oxidizers, which have already been men-
tioned, in the electrolytic cell. This was done by employing
the electrical process only for the regeneration of the chromic or
permanganic acids which, an such, oxidize organic bodies in
a purely chemical way, being themselves converted thereby
into lower stages of oxidation. The advantage of such a method
lies in a saving of both the oxidising acids, because; on account
of the regeneration to their highest state of oxidation, very
small quantities suffice* to oxidize unlimited quantities of organic
bodies. This oxidation process is hence* both a secondary and
a chemical one*. Nevertheless, it possesses the essential feat-
ures of an electrochemical process, the substance being replaced
l>y the energy.
Attackable anodes, which are brought into solution by
the unions of the electrolyte1, are1, of ne> value1, or only of a wholly
secondary one, in the elect rolysls of organic compounds. But
in Hid* eases where, by reason of the attackubility, oxidizing
nubBtancoH arc formed on the; anode, the latter can assume the
function** of an oxygen carrier. Thus, if a lead anodo is super-
ficially coated with load peroxide, thin latter offoota the oxida-
tion, being in turn reduced but always regenerated by the
current. But if a lead-peroxide anode, prepared in this man-
ner, aetB merely by means of its excess potential for the clis-
rliarged oxygen, without reacting directly with the elepohtrmvr,
if naturally exercises only the functions of an unattackablc
a node*.
Finally may be mentioned the purely catalytic action of
the electrodes upon the reaction products produced by the
eled.rolynis, a sphere of phenomena which lies outside* the
purely" electrical relation**. This is the ease, for instaneie,
in the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide* by electrical
oxidation at platinum anodes into water artel oxygon. But
even the electrical conditions can te modified by such reac-
tion^ if change** in the concentration relations of the pre-
dominating ions are combined with them.
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